
CMIT Solutions League 

2023-2024 

 
President: Joe Melin    HM # 789-8940  

Vice Pres: Ray Henery    HM # 940-8906   

Sec -Tres:  Eastway Bowl     WK # 336-0468  

 
1. League Schedule 30 Weeks Beginning September 7th, 2023, Ending April 11th, 2024. 

2. Weeks Off: November 23rd, December 28th.  Starting time: practice 6:35 PM - 6:45 PM Start 

3. Cost per Person will be $15.00:  $12.40 Lineage and $2.60 Prize Fund 

4. Each team captain is responsible for paying the secretary full team fees before league play begins each night. 

5. The league will operate on a 4-point system, 1 point per game won and 1 point for total. 

6. The season will be divided into 4 quarters on points won. 

a. There will be four position rounds week 8, week 15, week 22 and week 29.  These position rounds will be 

formatted to an inside out lane assignment base. 

b. Bowlers must have at least 9 games bowled in the current season to qualify for any position night. 

c. Each quarter winner will receive $50. 

7. There will be an In-House tournament on the final night (30th week) that includes all teams in the league. 

8. Handicap will be figured on an individual average base 80% of the difference of 220. There will be no league 

minimum average. 

9. Everyone will establish their averages the first night of bowling after 3 games have been played. Averages will go 

straight through the season. 

10. If a dummy score is to be used the first night, the dummy score will be 160 to figure team averages and receive 

150 for a score.  After the first week of bowling, for an absent bowler, use the bowler with the most amount of 

games bowled minus 10 pins for game for figuring the team handicap. If there is a tie on the number of games for 

the absent bowler, you will use the bowler that has the lowest average. 

11. Late Bowlers must be ready to bowl by the start of the 5th frame of each game to participate or they must wait 

until the next game. 

12. If you know ahead of time that you cannot bowl a certain week, please make up ahead of time prior to that 

Thursday night that you or your team will be gone. You have 1 week prior to the night you miss and 1 week after 

the night you miss of league.  If that is not enough time you need to notify the bowling center to arrange more 

time.  

13. All Make ups need to be completed before the 7th week of quarter 1, and 6th week of remaining quarters so the 

position rounds are being bowled with the teams that have the right amount of wins that quarter. 

14. If you are replacing a bowler on any team, you must be a paid sanction USBC member.  You cannot bowl any 

games under the absent bowler’s name.  If you are not a paid USBC sanctioned bowler and bowl under an 

assumed bowler’s name, your games bowled will be disqualified and that team will get zero for all three games 

bowled. 


